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Ban on mass balloon (>50 ballons) releases 

Submitted by: 
Denmark  
Contact: Lone Søderberg, Ministry of Environment and Food, lomu@mfvm.dk  

Description of measure 
Balloons and balloon strings end up in the marine environment and on the beaches and are harmful to 
marine life. Several Danish municipalities have already banned intentional balloon releases by municipal 
institutions.   

Activity:  
Tourism and leisure activities (boating, beach use, water sports, etc.) 

Pressure: 
Input of litter (solid waste matter, including micro-sized litter) 

State: 
Litter 

Extent of impact: 
Baltic wide scale.  

Effectiveness of measure 
In Denmark in 2018 appr. 32.000 balloons filled with helium were released in mass releases where more 
than 50 ballons are released at one occasion (due to air traffic safety it is mandatory to get a permit if 
more than 50 ballons are released). The amount in weight of balloons are small (2-8 g per ballon, foil 
ballons are heavier), but the impact of a balloon is significant, as a broken ballon can be mistaken by 
animals for food, as it resembles a worm etc. Besides this, the string attached to the ballon can be made 
of plastics or other materials.  
 
Denmark has no information on the amount of balloons released in other countries.  
Balloons or balloon-related items are found among the top ten items in nine of the fifteen sub-basins 
(HELCOM 2018). 
The proposed ban will not include weather ballons or warm air balloons or accidently released single 
balloons, but only cover mass releases of more than 50 balloons.  

Cost, cost-effectiveness of measure: 
The ban is not expected to have any significant consequence for the authorities, as it is assumed that the 
air traffic authorities also in other countries permits mass releases of balloons. Enforcement is also 
assumed to be minimal and easy. 
There will be loss of sales from balloon producers, but it should be taken into account that it is not a ban 
on sales of all balloons but only those used for mass releases.  
On the other hand, companies producing and using other types of amusement items (e.g. products that 
produces air bobbles) could benefit from the ban and thus increase sales.     

Feasibility: 
It is estimated that the authorities can implement this measure without any significant work load as air 
authorities is assumed to be involved in giving permits. 

Follow-up of measure: 
Beach litter indicator 

Background material: 
[Free text: Clarify choice of background material for the synopses, e.g. does it represent a comprehensive 
overview of results with regard to the measure or a sub-selection]  
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